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THE EXPRESSIONS OF IGNORANCE IN SASAK 
COMMUNITY: A STUDY ON FORMS AND MEANINGS IN 

MENÓ-MENÉ DIALECT PUYUNG VILLAGE 

 

ABSTRAK 

 

Penelitian ini berjudul “The Expressions of Ignorance in Sasak Community: A Study on 
Forms and Meanings in Menó-Mené Dialect Puyung Village”. Penelitian ini 
mengidentifikasi semua ungkapan pengacuhan yang digunakan oleh etnis Jajar Karang 
(non-bangsawan) di desa Puyung, Lombok Tengah. Dalam pengumpulan data, peneliti 
menggunakan metedo observasi, rekaman dan transkripsi data, serta dengan membuat 
catatan. Sample dalam penelitian ini diambil secara acak kemudian data yang sudah 
dikumpulkan dianalisis secara deskriptif. Setelah penelitian dilakukan, ditemukan bahwa 
ungkapan pengacuhan tersebut terbentuk secara bebas tanpa ada bentuk-bentuk khusus, 
ini membuktikan bahwa bahasa itu arbitrer atau mana suka. Sedangkan makna dari 
ungkapan-ungkapan pengacuhan tersebut ditentukan oleh konteks percakapan yang 
digunakan,dan jenis-jenis kalimat yang diucapkan oleh pembicara mempengaruhi 
ekspresi-ekspresi yang digunakan untuk mengacuhkan seseorang. 

 

Kata kunci: Ungkapan Pengacuhan, Masyarkat Sasak, Jajar Karang, Dialek 

       Meno-Mene, Lombok Tengah 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

THE EXPRESSIONS OF IGNORANCE IN SASAK 
COMMUNITY: A STUDY ON FORMS AND MEANINGS IN 

MENÓ-MENÉ DIALECT PUYUNG VILLAGE 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis is entitled ‘The Expressions of Ignorance in Sasak Community: A Study on 
Form and Meaning in Menó-mené Dialect, Puyung Village’. It identified the language 
expressions, focused on the expressions of ignorance used by the non-noble ethnic group 
in Puyung village, Central Lombok. The data were obtained through observation 
(participant and non-participant), audio recording and transcription, and note taking. The 
data were collected by using simple random sampling in which the samples were not 
taken depend on specific characteristic. Then the data obtained were analyzed 
descriptively. After conducting the research and analyzing the data, the writer found that 
the expressions of ignorance are formed freely (it proofs that language is arbitrary) 
without any specific form. The meaning of those expressions depends on the context of 
the conversation when they are used and the types of the sentences uttered by the 
addressee influence the expressions which are used to ignore. 

 

Key words:  Expressions of ignorance, Sasak community, non-noble, and Menó-
mené dialect of Puyung, Central Lombok. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 

BACKGROUND 

In communication, people will consciously or unconsciously use 

language expressions, for examples, the expressions of asking and giving 

permission, expressions of asking and giving information, expressions of 

gratitude, apology, prohibition, and so on. However, based on an initial 

observation on Sasak, there are several expressions in that language which is 

not counted in common language expressions. Those expressions are uttered by 

people who speak Sasak menó-mené dialect in Puyung village, Central 

Lombok as an ignoring response to other peoples’ utterances and commonly 

used by the children and teenagers, even though sometimes they are also used 

by the adults. Hence, those language expressions in this study are mentioned as 

the expressions of ignorance. 

Based on observation in Puyung, each expression has its own period of 

use. After one or more new expressions are accepted and used by the people in 

Puyung, the old expressions will be gradually left. Those expressions are 

merely used to the language community in Puyung which shows solidarity in 

that community and are not used to the strangers. This language phenomenon 

is interesting to be given more attentions as the evidence that language is 

arbitrary, productive and used depends on setting. 

Several researches related to Sasak language especially in Central 

Lombok have been conducted. Salehudin (2009) explored clitics and 

politeness in Sasak language. He states that clitic and politeness are used to 

express affection, respect, honorary, moral value, persuasion, and 



 

appreciation. In communication, it is required to keep the conversation runs 

well as the terms of solidarity. The study conducted by Salehudin is merely 

focused on the way to make the harmony in conversation. However, the other 

aspect which makes a conversation being unharmony were not given attention. 

The study of the expressions of ignorance demonstrate the solidarity without 

using politeness. 

In this study, pragmatics is the appropriate study used as the approach 

to interpret the meaning of expressions of ignorance because the meaning of 

the expressions of ignorance cannot be straightly translated. It needs the deep 

analysis to find out the meaning of those expressions. In the following 

discussion, the writer provides several subdivisions of pragmatics that will be 

used to analyze expressions of ignorance such as, cooperative principle, 

speech acts, and implicature. 

Cooperative principles are divided into four maxims which are well 

known as Grice’s Maxims:  

1) Maxims of Quantity 

a) Make your information as informative as is required (for the current 

purpose of change),  

b) Do not make your contribution more informative than is required. 

2) Maxims of Quality 

Supermaxim: Try to make your contribution one that is true 

Maxims: a) Do not say what you believe to be false 

                         b) Do not say which you lack adequate evidence 



 

3) Maxims of Relevance: Be relevant 

4) Maxims of Manner 

Supermaxim: Be perspicuous 

Maxims: Avoid obscurity of expression, avoid ambiguity, be brief (avoid 

unnecessary prolixity), and be orderly. 

Renkema (2004: 19) assumes that “the cooperative principle can be 

used to describe how participants in a conversation derive implicatures.” 

Implicature is one of subdivisions of pragmatics. “Implicature is a 

component of speaker’s meaning that constitutes an aspect of what is meant 

in speaker’s utterance without being part of what is said.” ( Horn and Ward, 

2006). Renkema (2004: 14) asserts “An utterance often conveys more than 

the literal meaning of the words uttered.” 

In implicature, the utterance is attempted to be interpreted. Leech in 

(Nadar, 2009) says that interpretation is the problem of guessing, or in other 

words, is called hypothesis formation. The process of guessing itself depends 

on the context, participants, and background of the participants.  

In short, implicature proves that expressions of ignorance is not only 

an effortless language expression, but also has a large meaning if they are 

interpreted intensely in the usage of those expressions. Implicature provides 

the easy way to analyze the meaning and function of the expressions of 

ignorance by guessing. 

METHOD 

The people who live in Puyung are noble and non-noble ethnic 

groups. There are 13 hamlets in Puyung and one of those hamlets (Dusun 



 

Pedaleman) is inhabited by the noble people and this hemlet is 

inclusive.Therefore, this study is limited only to non-noble Sasak people. 

From the population above, Simple Random Sampling was 

determined as the technique used to choose the sample because each member 

of population of this study has an equal chance of being selected. The 

samples of this study are the people who utter the expressions of ignorance on 

all age range: children, teenagers, and adults.  The conversations as the data 

of this study were obtained from recording and note taking in which the 

people did not know that they were the samples. While, the other data needed 

were obtained from observation and free interview. The researcher does not 

limit the samples on specific characteristics such as age range, gender, or 

their social status in community.  

RESULT 

There are two forms of the expressions of ignorance, those are the 

ignorance to the second person and the ignorance to the third person.  

The ignorance to the second person:  

1. Ah, kolo  beranak 

2. Sai  endeng-m, kot 

3. Ndeq-m  ketuan  baloq-m 

4. Mele-mele ite, Bos 

5. Ndih 

The ignorance to the third person: 

1. Aluran bae / Alur-alur bae 



 

2. Ndaq endeng laloq aneh 

3. Sai saq endeng laoq noq 

This study is merely focus on the expressions of ignorance to the second 

person because those expressions are easier to be attained in daily 

conversation. The expressions of ignorance to the second person are used if 

the two participants in a conversation talk about another person 

There are a number of the expressions of ignorance which are uttered 

by the people in Puyung and they arechangeable in an unpredictable periode 

of time. In this study, the expressions of ignorance cannot be provided wholly.  

   Ah,   kolo   beranak 

     IW,              N            V 

    Ah, bearing turtledove 

In this expression, the word ‘ah’ is used as the ignoring word (IW). In 

Sasak language, the word ‘ah’ is commonly used to ignore someone’s 

utterance. It shows that for the addresser, the utterance said by the addressee is 

not necessary to be given an attention. The word ‘kolo’ is a noun which means 

turtledove and ‘beranak’ is an adjective which means bearing. This expression 

consist of ignoring word (IW) and content words (noun and adjective). There 

is an awkward on the using of edjective in this expression. The characteristic 

of kolo is beteloq ‘laying egg’ and not beranak ‘bearing’ because kolo is a 

kind of bird. This is the violation of maxim of relevance. There is the element 

or sense of humor in this expressionm concerning the using of the adjective. 

Kolo beranak ‘a bearing turtledove’ is impossible in reality. 



 

Ndeq-m   ketuan   baloq-m 

   NEG-2SG  V  N-2SG 

   Don’t you ask your great-grand parent 

   and 

Ndeq-m   ketuan   papuq-m 

NEG-2SG  V  N-SG 

Don’t you ask your grand parent 

These two expressions have the same form. Both of them consist of 

negation (NEG), verb (V), and second singular pronoun (2SG). Ndeq 

isnegative word which means ‘do not’ and  clitic –m means ‘you’. Thus, 

‘ndeq-m’ means ‘do not you’. Ketuan is verb (V) which means ‘ask’while 

papuq and baloq are nouns (N).  Theseexpressions are started  buy negation 

but they are not  negative expressions interpretationally. They are closer to the 

interrogative form than negative. The interpretational meaning of those 

expressions should be ‘why do not you ak your grand parent / great grand 

parent’. Thus, those expressions should be Angkaq-m ndeq ketuan papuq-m? 

or Angkaq-m ndeq ketuan baloq-m? 

     Ndeq-m  ketuan   papuq-m 

 

   Angkaq-m ndeq  ketuan   papuq-m? 

That is the correct form to convey the close interpretational  meaning. 

The word angkaq is placed on the first position before  ndeq and the clitic –m 

in ndeq-m is moved to word angkaq being angkaq-m. 



 

 Mele-mele   ite,  Bos 

  VR   1PL N 

  As we like, Bos 

Mele-mele is verb repetition (VR), ite is first plural (1PL) and bos is 

noun (N). Ite is first plural pronoun but in Sasak, it is commonly used as first 

singular pronoun in meaning.  

  Ndih 

 TQ 

Is it (ndih has changeable meaning depends on the context in conversation) 

Ndih in Sasak has the same function as tag question (TQ) in English. 

The difference is that ndih is able to used in all kinds of sentence without any 

change. However, in this expression of ignorance, the function of ndih as tag 

question is not used in right function. It is used merely to ignore peoples’ 

utterance. 

In several conversations that will be discussed bellow, the researcher 

was participating as the addressee. The eliciting method is used to elicit the 

utterers to say the expressions of ignorance. In this sub chapter, the 

conversations are provided with several information which are significant to 

formulate the meaning of the expressions of ignorance such as the location of 

the conversation occur, the situation, the emotional condition of the 

participants, the identities of the participants, the date of conversation, time, 

and the relation between those participants. 

 



 

a.  “Mele-mele ite, bos!” 

Ani  : Ape? 

    What? 

Anto : Ape melek-m? 

    What do you want? 

Ani  : Meno angkak-m ketenjeng-tenjeng te? 

    So why are you standing over there? 

Anto : Ah, mele-mele ite, Bos! 

    Ah, as I like, Boss! 

In this conversation, Anto is Ani’s neighbor. Ani feels being disturbed 

by Anto because Anto stands next to her. Actually, Ani’s first utterance 

‘Ape?’ ‘What?’ was pragmatically meant ‘What do you want by standing next 

to me?’. Anto replied by saying Ape melek-m?’ What do you want?’ which 

means ‘What reason do you want to hear?’. Then, Ani asserted her utterace 

by saying Meno angkak-m ketenjeng-tenjeng te?  ‘So why are you standing 

over there?’. Anto chose to use the expression of ignorance to assert his 

carelessness to Ani’s utterance. What Anto wanted to say by using ‘Mele-

mele ite, Bos!’ in this conversation was that Ani did not have any right to 

forbid him to stand next to her. It could be meant ‘It’s none of your business.’ 

b. “Ndih!” 

Ani  : Malik beletaq bareh! Dengah-m? 

              Make your clothes be dirty again later! Do you listen? 

Arsil : Ndih! 

    I dont care! 

In this conversation, the first utterance said by Ani was in form of a 

command. However, the pragmatic meaning of that utterance was the 



 

prohibition. Ani prohibited her son to make his clothes be soiled. Ani chose to 

use the command utterance rather than directly prohibiting her son. In Sasak, 

such kind of language choice is commonly used to tease someone and it is 

called ‘solaq-olaq’. ‘Solaq-olaq’ means courtesy. The utterance is conveyed 

in good or polite way. What Ani wanted to say was ‘Ngkah beletaq malik!’ 

‘Don’t make your clothes be soiled again!’. However, She said Malik beletaq 

bareh! ‘Make your clothes be soiled again later!’. As in conversation 6, Ndih 

in this conversation does not have a clear meaning. Pragmatically, in this 

context, it means ‘I dont care’.  

c.  “Ah? Ndih!” 

 Nur  : Mut, bait-ak tempe tie! 

     Mut, take me that tempe! 

Mut  : Ah? 

    Pardon me! (asking for repetition) 

Nur  : Tempe tie! 

    That tempe! 

Mut  : Ndih! 

    I don’t want! 

Nur  : Toleq! 

    Deaf 

 
In this conversation, the first utterance was in form of command. Nur 

asked Mut to take her tempe (fermented soyabean cake) by saying Mut, bait-

ak tempe tie! ‘Mut, take me that tempe!’. Mut did not directly do that 

command but asked for repetition of Nur’s utterance. Mut said Ah? ‘Pardon 

me!’ even he had heard what Nur had said before. Nur then repeated her 



 

utterance by only repeating the object of the first utterance Tempe tie ‘That 

tempe’. However, Mut ignored Nur’s repetition by saying Ndih. That was not 

the answer expected in this conversation. Mut should better said Aoq! ‘Yes!’ 

or Bareh juluq! ‘Wait a moment!’. As in the analysis above, Ndih does not 

have any meaning in conversation if it stands alone. It only has the meaning if 

it is used in the last part of an utterance as the tag question to ask an 

agreement.  

Based on the analysis of forms and menaings above, there are several 

fuctions of the expressions of ignorance, such forth; to show the solidarity, to 

entertain or play, to make discontinuity in conversation because after the 

expressions of ignorance are uttered, the conversation will directly stop by the 

participants and to show the carelessness to peoples’ utterances. 

There are several kinds of utterance that can be ignored of those 

expressions in this case, positive or informative utterance, interrogative 

utterance, command, prohibition, and the utterance of asking opinion. The 

choosing of the expressions used is influenced by the kinds of utterance 

uttered by the addressee. The expressions that are used to ignore the 

informative utterance are: ‘Ah, kolo beranak!’, ‘Sai endeng-m, kot!’,  ‘Sai? 

Endeng-m!’, ‘Preeet together!’ and ‘Ah? Ndih!’. To ignore the interrogative 

utterance; ‘Sai? Endeng-m!’, ‘Ndeq-m ketuan baloq-m!’, ‘Ndeq-m ketuan 

papuq-m!’, ‘Ndih!’, and ‘Ah? Ndih!’. The expressions that are used to ignore 

the command are: ‘Ah, kolo beranak!’, ‘Ah, obeng!’, ‘Ah, colok!’, ‘Sai 

endeng-m, Kot!’, ‘Sai? Endeng-m!’, ‘Preeet together!’ and ‘Ah? Ndih!’. The 



 

next is to ignore the prohibition; ‘Ah, kolo beranak!’, ‘Ah, obeng!’, ‘Ah, 

colok!’, ‘Sai endeng-m, Kot!’, ‘Sai? Endeng-m!’, ‘Preet together!’, ‘Mele-

mele ite, Bos!’, ‘Ite mele, Bos!’, ‘Ndih!’and ‘Ah? Ndih!. While, to ignore the 

utterance of asking opinion, these expressions are commonly used; ’Sai 

engdeng-m, kot!’, ’Sai? Endeng-m!’, ‘Ndeq-m ketuan baloqm!’, ‘Ndeq-m 

ketuan papuq-m!’, ‘Preet together!’and ‘Ndih’. Thus, it concludes that the 

function of the expressions of ignoranceis depend on the context and the 

types of the utterance that will be ignored. 

CONCLUSIONS 

After analyzing and discussing the data which was focused on the 

form and meaning of the expressions of ignorance to the second person, it is 

concluded that: The expressions of ignorance are formed arbitrarily and 

commonly consist of Noun and Verb. However, in several expressions, 

ignoring word such as ‘Ah’ and ‘Pret’ are used to give a strong sense for 

those expressions. The meaning and function of the expressions of ignorance 

depends on the context when they are used in conversation. The kind of 

sentence said by the addressee influenced the choosing of the expression used  
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